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About This Game

 Perform fitness

The most authentic fitness simulation puts you in the shoes of a rookie who wants to fight his way up the fitness olymp. Perform
fitness, get sponsored and become the fittest person in the universe. With real exercise fottage and real challenge.

How would it feel to be a professional fitness performer? Glory on the victorious and shame on the loser. Risking it all for the
best performance. See for yourself how to get real in this authentic fitness simulator.

 Do you have what it takes to master fitness?

features

 hip hop soundtrack
 different challenging exercises
 Get money for fitness items
 live action fitness footage
 get injured performing fitness
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Good game but needs a little more.
I just want to ask if there can be more teams like maximum 7 teams minimum 4 it would be fun to have a battle royale.
i also would like to give an idea if you can add zombies or some "evil" creatures. i play on imac and i cant make a berry farmer i
rlly wanted this game now i kinda regret buying it plz help me becuase right now i hate this game and i dont get the tutorial thing
either im doing what it says and i cant to any crap. also i dont have a right click to i have to use my scroller to place stuff. so
when i do the berry gardener thing it doesnt make my colonist plant berries so i give this game a 2 star review plz help me or fix
this. A simple, classic Mah-Jong game as we all know it.
Nothing new, I could only write a neutral review..
You have your basic gameplay, basic backgrounds, basic music.. it's a normal Mah-Jong that you can find on every Flash
website.
Has trading cards and achievements.. This Game really gets your blood pumpin'.
It's constantly keeping you on your toes. Either you are sneaking around collecting items for your protection and looking for
keys to get the hell out of there or you are the "Prison guard" placing traps and listening for the movement of your victims to
turn those green little dragons into some crisp chicken.
But going up in flames does not mean it's over. A well placed flashbang, then morph into a cup and throw your pursuer for a
loop.
The visuals are stunning and the mechanics are easy to get hold of. All of this combined makes for an awesome stealth
multiplayer game.. An absolutely incredible experience. Perfect music composition, artful presentation, and exhilerating
gameplay. A classic Ace Combat experience, very very different from Assault Horizon and definitely worth a buy.. Bad mix,
bass tone is horrible and near inaudible.. Very good. The game mechanics work nicely, a throughly entertaining game. It never
seems to get boring, the pure thrill of swinging a sword about is enough to keep me happy for ages. Works smoothly and the
controls are very simple. Can praise this highly enough.. Well done DTG. A much higher quality add on. Love the aged look of
the paint. Much improved sound from RSC Class 421\/422\/423. Slamming sound when doors are open would be nice though.
411 CEP next please.
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Psst more cheaper here than in game. I really like the story and I enjoy the challenges, the only negative I have for this game is
the Shelter Cat achievement. It's super frustrating to achieve and it takes weeks to get it, getting all 3 shelter pets to level 10. It
requiers of you to log in DAILY, just to get a few xp points up to level the pets and then it has a maximum cool down of 8 hours
and if you're lucky minimum 2 hours. BUT, I still recommend playing the game. It's super fun playing as a vet, helping the
animals and making a few choices was a great game changer. Is it worth buying? To be honest NO, but I'm a huge fan of the
series. So, in support of GameHouse, I'll let this one slide!!. I could not get this to run. It's a shame because I really enjoyed the
first game in the series.. Escape Machines,

Is NOT a very well made game at the moment. What I mean is that the developer should use a different 2D engine for this type
of game and not the current flash engine.
But, an ingame message mentions the switch over to the Unreal Engine. Although I still don't think that's the best engine for this
game either.
And frankly, I'm not even believing that he's actually going to make the switch.
Let alone that he's even working on it.

Anyway, besides of the poor game engine choice(s), the buggy runtime, cheap dialogs and rather dull artwork there's a nice
game idea hiding underneath.
The general idea is a game with a mix of UFO Enemy Unknown inventory system (First original one) and the action controls of
let's say Cannon Fodder. Somewhere in between you can find this game.

Is it bad?
No, the game is not bad, it's just unpolished, buggy and not clear about itself when it comes down to what direction it will take
in the near future.

There's a lot of stuff ingame that refers to a certain social media outlet and this smells of coins store in the future. Although I
see this game fail if it ever goes that way.
Reason: It's no AA(A) game. It's a game in development by a "unexperienced/newcomer".
But, to be honest, I don't mind, because the game principal is okay. Not wow, but okay. It just needs a lot more content and
polish to make this concept work.

But, why am I not recommending it if I'm kind of fond about it?
The reason why I don't recommend this game is basically not because of the game itself, but due to the "kind" of developer
we're dealing with here.
An unknown development path, no solid news and or updates and no actions that actually show some serious intention to deliver
a fully working title.
The only thing that actually does show is that they seem to be very interested in your money that goes along with a very childish
forum attitude of the worst kind.
And I'm not fond about such developers.
Statements like that it cost the developer $20,000 USD to make this game in its curent state, that he's short on money and that
his computer broke down are not ligit excuses in my book and sure sound like a way to back out on the responsibility as a
developer. Even if its an unwritten, backed up by law, thing.
Put some effort in it will you; people paid money for this product.. It is entertaining for a time, but if you stop playing you
forget why you find it entertaining.
I'll probably end up playing it again sometime.
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